












































































Watch a movie, make a movie, browse the internet, work.  Fast data access

and powerful processors with rentable programs to do what you want when

you want.





View any city in real-time from your window wherever you are.





Create your own abstract flow patterns.  You make the rules and they make
themselves.  Adjusting color, speed and pattern dependent on your profile.





Spatial perception may be adjusted through the use of the video, lighting,
sound and thermal controls.





Teleconference, speak to the virtual front desk, shop, order in.





The user within the room experiences pure effect, not the systems which
create it.





The sensors located at each corner of the wall panels measure a harmless
electromagnetic signal which is transmitted through your body from the
conductive floor panels.  This allows the zero|one system to understand
where you are in the room, as well as what position your body is in.  Direct
input can be given to zero|one systems by movement of the hands as well
as voice.





Zero|one adjusts the sound, lighting, display, communications, thermal
radiation, and air-flow based on where you are, who you are, and what you
are doing.   This input is collected from the sensors and your zero|one
profile; it is then processed through the zero|one ai program.





All adjustments are subtly made to fade into another, so that the user need
not be bothered by the awareness of the system working and changing.





All inputs and outputs are hidden behind the panels so that the user
experiences only the pure effect.





Even the shower avoids the object of a showerhead by cascading water
between two panels in the ceiling.  The water then runs off the panels below
into a drain located in the floor relief.  The water temperature you like is
stored in your profile, so it starts out right.  Temperature adjustments are
made by waving the hand in warm and cool control zones.





The hallway is a space between destinations in the building.  The minimal
forms of the facility are multiplied to a stark lengthy corridor without a
supporting effect.





The lobby has minimal physical form, but accomplishes the tasks of check-in
and meeting place through a media barrage on a large interactive screen





The self-animator animates our personal dreams to us through our senses.
The self-animator is the end result of total effect, of personalized utopia, of
seeing ourselves.













This dashboard locator provides general navigational information, as well as
specific information regarding the location of the next zero|one facility
relative to the viewer.  The locator utilizes GPS to position the user by
calculating the difference between satellites.  The locator can provide many
of the same services which the room provides, as it also has access to your
profile via its remote data link.  The locator is the least material of a line of
zero|one service products.  Be it a locator, a terminal, a room, or an entire
building, architecture is the physical system needed to provide a service.





By calculating the difference between one facility and the next, the space in
between can be minimized.  Architecture is a network, a system of objects
which provides a service.  It is the difference in between facilities that
provides the greatest potential for growth.  The system must emerge from
existing constraints into a network of objects where the magnetism of the
nearest service destination utilizes and overcomes the difference between
objects.

















It is life which contrasts with a minimal design.  The person becomes the
difference, the failure, the reality within the design.





This is a freedom. It allows you to free your self from objects.  Free your self
from architecture.  Free your self.  This is the perfect place to listen to
music, to eat Chinese food, to throw your clothes on the floor, to sit and look
out at the sky.  The viewer’s life activities are enhanced by an awareness of
the present, and of themselves, non-void within the void.





It is like living in a museum,
in which life is the art.







technical systems



The 4’ panels have a 4” wide by 2” deep relief at all intersections of wall,
floor and ceiling planes.  In addition to the further dematerialization of the
room, this detail allows for physical connectors (objects), such as power or
data outlets, to be hidden in the relief behind the 2” overlap of the panel.
The relief is a glorified bus duct that can provide physical connections
anywhere in the room (such as to a laptop or appliance).  This bus duct is
also the data and power line for the systems embedded in the room
(speakers, LCD monitors, radiant heat control, sensors, and lighting).  This
provides a backbone for the computerized integration of all systems.





The room is comprised of 4’ fiberglass panels, which are held in place by
countersunk bolts (the same detail as the butt glazing on the curtain wall).
This provides a flush surface without objects such as bolt heads.  The 4’ size
and bolted connection of these panels allows easy access to the systems
behind the panels, as computer integrated system require frequent updates.





The actual structural system uses relatively low-tech technology, because it
can not be seen.  OWSJ were chosen in order to minimize floor height (to
12’) by running systems through the open webs.  The owsj and beams are an
approximate 24”, with an 8” concrete slab on a 3” steel deck.  The curtain
wall is comprised of butt glazing, utilizing the flush stainless steel bolts.





The room plan is based on an 8’ module comprised of four 4’ panels.  With
the relief this gives an overall wall to wall (and ceiling to floor, as it is a cube)
dimension of 8’8”.  The cube is repeated twice in each room.   Two half
cubes make up the bathroom (shown at the top of the plan).  Notice that the
radiant heating coils have been broken down into the 4’ module in order to
specifically heat or cool the area of the room where the occupants are.





The fiberglass panels are reinforced with a conductive metal wire, which also
allows for a signal to be applied to them.  Currently sensor technology
developed at MIT requires that a harmless low-frequency (50 Khz), low-
voltage (10 volts) RF (electro-magnetic) signal be applied to the panels
which the viewer walks on.  This signal is then broadcast through the viewers
body, effectively turning the viewer into a transmitter which broadcasts
immediate information of their physical selves.  The signal is then picked up
by the pickup antennas (or sensors).  A computer then analyzes the signals
for gestural characteristics. The sensors are placed at the outside corners of
the 8’ module on both walls.  This allows the fish sensors to place the
occupants within three dimensional space.





The curtain wall butt joints aligns with the seam of the four foot glass monitor
panels.  The interior panels are supported by structural glazing which is
placed between the flush room monitor surface and the flush exterior curtain
wall.  The monitors utilize LCD technology, allowing all light through when
turned off, but can be utilized as a monitor, sun-shading, or privacy device
when turned on.





The rooms are placed back to back, bathroom to bathroom, to minimize
vertical shafts and wall space and enable a sharing of service lines.  They
are also stacked on top of each other through the building to the bottom
floors.  Entry to the rooms is through an automated end panel which raises
up by means of a motorized track hidden in the room’s interior relief.  The
hall also utilizes the removable panels for ease of access to systems.





The column bay is 30’ by 45’, with owsj spanning 45’ at 15’ on center.  Thus
the 8” concrete slab spans 15’, with the 3” decking running perpendicular to
the joists, for structural reason, but has the additional benefit of allowing
wiring to be run the length of the building to the vertical service shafts
located at both ends.  The hallway ceiling and floor serves as the main
horizontal distribution.





The typical floor plan is straightforward.  Exit stairs and public elevators are
located at both ends.  The service rooms are equipped with service
elevators and vertical services such as laundry and garbage chutes.  The
horizontal distributions run to the vertical service shafts located at the edge
of both ends of the floor plans.





The lobby is double-height with the long, large check-in screen.  This screen
is also comprised of the 4’ LCD monitors, which are integrated by the
computer to produce large images.  Notice the lack of the front desk… the
check-in screen replaces the need for receptionists to be present at this
location; perhaps it replace the need for the receptionist.





The curtain wall is composed of 10’ x 12’ butt-glazed glass panels.  The
overall building is kept aesthetically simple, avoiding outside referral.





This rendered elevation shows the blank flush elevation and simple form
with which this object penetrates the void.





This building is located at the Merrilville exit off I65.  It aligns itself with the
N-S flow of traffic on I65.  The primary entrance into the parking lot takes
circulation near the building, providing a good glimpse of the lobby screen
and re-aligning circulation with the N-S axis of the building.






































